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Abstract
Model projections of future CO2 and CH4 exchange in Arctic tundra diverge
widely. Here we used ecosys to examine how climate change will affect CO2
and CH4 exchange in troughs, rims, and centers of a coastal polygonal tundra
landscape at Barrow, AK. The model was shown to simulate diurnal and
seasonal variation in CO2 and CH4 fluxes associated with those in air and soil
temperatures (Ta and Ts) and soil water contents (θ) under current climate in
2014 and 2015. During RCP 8.5 climate change from 2015 to 2085, rising Ta,
atmospheric CO2 concentrations (Ca), and precipitation (P) increased net
primary productivity (NPP) from 50–150 g C m-2 y-1, consistent with current
biometric estimates, to 200–250 g C m−2 y−1. Concurrent increases in
heterotrophic respiration (Rh) were slightly smaller, so that net CO2 exchange
rose from values of −25 (net emission) to +50 (net uptake) g C m−2 y−1 to
ones of −10 to +65 g C m−2 y−1. Increases in net CO2 uptake were largely
offset by increases in CH4 emissions from 0–6 to 1–20 g C m−2 y−1, reducing
gains in net ecosystem productivity. These increases in net CO2 uptake and
CH4 emissions were modeled with hydrological boundary conditions that
were assumed not to change with climate. Both these increases were smaller
if boundary conditions were gradually altered to increase landscape drainage
during model runs with climate change.
1 Introduction
A significant quantity of the large terrestrial permafrost carbon pool is
thought to be vulnerable to emission as greenhouse gases (GHG) as
permafrost thaw deepens with climate warming projected during this century
(Schuur et al., 2015). These emissions are of particular concern in Arctic
regions because the response of soil respiration to warming is greater in
colder climates than in warmer (Carey et al., 2016). Most of this increased
emission will be as CO2 but some will be as CH4, depending on changes in
hydrology during climate change.
These emissions may be offset by increases in plant CO2 uptake stimulated
by rising air and soil temperatures (Ta and Ts), atmospheric CO2
concentrations (Ca), and by more rapid soil nutrient mineralization driven by
permafrost thaw and consequent increases in active layer depths (ALD;

Mauritz et al., 2017). However, increases in CO2 uptake at high latitude sites
may be seasonal, with increases in spring and early summer when radiation
is less limiting and Ts and, hence, heterotrophic respiration (Rh) are low,
offset by decreases in late summer and autumn when radiation is more
limiting and Ts and Rh are relatively high (Mekonnen et al., 2018; Piao et al.,
2008).
Some indication of how CO2 exchange will be affected by warming has been
inferred from experimental observations. Recent natural warming has been
found to increase density and alter composition of tundra vegetation (e.g.,
Elmendorf et al., 2012), suggesting increases in net primary productivity
(NPP). In a meta‐analysis of experimental warming effects, Lu et al. (2013)
found that increases in NPP were largely offset by increases in heterotrophic
respiration (Rh) so that changes in net ecosystem productivity (NEP) were
insignificant, although there was large variation among individual warming
experiments. These increases in NPP were mostly attributed to increases in
net N mineralization rates with soil warming.
Although changes in net CO2 exchange with climate warming are uncertain,
emissions of CH4 are generally thought to increase. A large increase with soil
warming was found in a meta‐analysis of CH4 emissions measured at
research sites in different climate zones across the Arctic by Olefeldt et al.
(2013). This increase may be particularly large in Alaskan wetlands, where
higher water tables caused by increases in precipitation (P) or permafrost
thaw and increases in graminoid abundance (Mauritz et al., 2017) will raise
CH4 emissions more than will soil warming alone (Turetsky et al., 2008).
Projections of climate change effects on net CO2 and CH4 exchange in Arctic
regions by land surface models have given contrasting results (e.g., McGuire
et al., 2018). During 100 years of rises in Ta and Ca similar to those in the
RCP 8.5 emission scenario, Zhu et al. (2013) modeled increases in pan‐Arctic
NPP that exceeded those in Rh and, hence, modeled increases in net CO2
uptake of 75%, as well as in CH4 emissions of 60%. These increases were
associated with increasing ALD and decreasing water table depths (WTD).
However, under a similar climate change scenario, Lawrence et al. (2015 )
modeled increases NPP that were much smaller than those in Rh and, hence,
modeled increases in net CO2 emissions as well as only limited increases in
CH4 emissions. These increases were attributed to soil drying caused by
increased drainage from permafrost thaw. The contrasting results in these
two modeling studies indicate the importance of changes in subsurface
hydrology in determining climate change effects on GHG exchange.
Ecosystem models used to project climate change impacts on Arctic GHG
exchange must therefore explicitly and comprehensively represent
processes governing changes in Ts, ALD, WTD, and consequent changes in
hydrology, microbial respiration, nutrient cycling, primary productivity, and
plant community composition under specified climate change scenarios. In
most earlier studies (e.g., McGuire et al., 2018), many of these processes,

particularly those coupling C with N, were either not represented or
represented only to a limited extent. These processes are much more
comprehensively represented from basic theory in the ecosystem model
ecosys, as described in earlier studies simulating topographic effects on
changes in hydrology and ALD (Grant, Mekonnen, Riley, Wainwright, et al.,
2017) and in CO2 and CH4 exchange (Grant, Mekonnen, Riley, Arora, et al.,
2017) at the Barrow Experimental Observatory (BEO) as affected by
interannual variation in temperature and precipitation under current climate
(1981–2015). In both studies, model results were tested against field data
recorded in different landscape features (troughs, rims, and centers) at BEO
in the Next Generation Ecosystem Experiment–Arctic.
Building on these earlier studies, we present model projections from 2016 to
2085 under a RCP8.5 emission scenario of changes in CO2 and CH4 exchange
(this paper) through those on soil water content (θ), Ts, and ALD (companion
paper) in an Arctic polygonal landscape at BEO. We hypothesize that effects
of climate change on CO2 and CH4 exchange will be determined by evolving
interactions among ecosystem hydrology and biogeochemical cycling in
these landscape features as climate change progresses:
1. NPP will increase with rising Ta, Ca, Ts, and consequently more rapid soil
nutrient mineralization, particularly NPP of dominant graminoid PFTs.
2. Increases in aerobic Rh with rising Ts will be constrained by O2 uptake
from soil wetting caused by rising P, particularly in lower features.
3. Constraints on O2 uptake by aerobic heterotrophs in (2) will increase
anaerobic Rh with rising Ts, causing rises in CH4 emission, particularly
where growth of dominant graminoid PFTs has increased.
4. Increases in anaerobic Rh in (3) will not offset O2 constraints on
increases in aerobic Rh in (2), so that total Rh will increase more slowly
than will NPP in (1).
5. NEP (= NPP − Rh) will therefore increase with climate change,
particularly in lower features.
6. However, if permafrost thaw hastens subsurface drainage and thereby
reduces soil wetting, O2 constraints on aerobic Rh in (2) will be
alleviated, reducing CH4 emissions in (3) but increasing total Rh in (4)
and thereby reducing NEP in (5), particularly in lower features.
2 Model Description
Ecosys is an hourly time step model with multiple canopy and soil layers that
provide a framework for multispecific plant and microbial populations to
acquire, transform, and exchange resources (energy, water, C, N, and P). The
model is constructed from algorithms representing basic physical, chemical,
and biological processes that determine process rates in plant and microbial
populations interacting within complex biomes. These algorithms interact to
simulate complex ecosystem behavior across a wide range of spatial scales

from square meter to continental. The model is designed to represent
terrestrial ecosystems under a wide range of natural and anthropogenic
disturbances and environmental changes at patch (spatially homogenous
one dimensional) and landscape (spatially variable two or three dimensional)
scales.
Key model equations and their parameterizations used to test the
hypotheses in this study are described in Texts S1 to S8 in the supporting
information to this article and summarized in Table 1 of Grant et al. (2019).
These equations are cited in square brackets with regard to key model
processes in the Results section below. Reference to these equations in the
supporting information is intended to provide insight into model behavior but
is not required to understand model results. Of particular relevance to this
study are equations for energy‐driven kinetics of microbial oxidation–
reduction reactions that drive Rh in S1: Microbial C, N, and P Transformations
and S8: Inorganic N Transformations required in hypotheses (1) and (2)
above and those driving CH4 production and consumption in S7: CH4
Production and Consumption required in hypotheses (2), (3), and (4). These
kinetics are first‐order functions of the biomasses of heterotrophic microbial
functional types (MFTs), the growths of which are driven by the energy yields
of the oxidation–reduction reactions that each MFT conducts. These MFTs
include obligate aerobes (bacteria and fungi) [H2–H5], facultative anaerobes
(denitrifiers) [H6–H10], obligate anaerobes (fermenters) [G1–G6],
heterotrophic (acetotrophic) [G7–G11] and autotrophic (hydrogenotrophic)
[G12–G17] methanogens, aerobic and anaerobic heterotrophic diazotrophs
(nonsymbiotic N2 fixers) [A27–A29], and aerobic autotrophic nitrifiers [H11–
H21] (Grant, 1994). The rate of decomposition also depends on the substrate
concentration [A3, A5], soil temperature (Ts) (Arrhenius function) [A6], and θ
[A4] (Grant et al., 2007; Grant & Rochette, 1994).
All reactants and products of these reactions are coupled to algorithms for
vertical and lateral convective‐diffusive transfer in gaseous and aqueous
phases in S4: Soil Water, Heat, Gas, and Solute Fluxes required to test O2
effects in hypothesis (2) and drainage effects in hypothesis (6). Biological
processes driving primary productivity and plant growth are given in S3:
Gross Primary Productivity, Autotrophic Respiration, Growth, and Litterfall
required for NPP in hypothesis (1). These processes are further described in
earlier modeling of CO2 and CH4 fluxes in tropical (Mezbahuddin et al., 2014),
temperate (Dimitrov et al., 2011; Grant et al., 2012), boreal (Dimitrov et al.,
2014; Grant et al., 2009; Grant & Roulet, 2002), and Arctic (Grant et al.,
2015; Grant, Mekonnen, Riley, Wainwright, et al., 2017; Grant, Mekonnen,
Riley, Arora, & Torn, 2017) wetlands. All parameters in these algorithms are
unchanged from those in these earlier studies.
3 Site Description
The BEO is located ~6 km east of Barrow, AK (71.3°N, 156.5°W), at the
northern tip of Alaska's Arctic coastal plain. Barrow has a maritime climate

characterized by long, dry winters and short, moist, cool summers, with a
mean annual air temperature of −12 °C and mean annual precipitation of
106 mm. Continuous ice‐rich permafrost extends to >400 m depth, overlain
by a shallow active layer whose depth varies spatially and interannually from
approximately 20 to 60 cm. The BEO is more fully described in Dafflon et al.
(2016, 2017), Vaughn et al. (2016), and Wainwright et al. (2015).
4 Model Experiment
4.1 Model Spin‐Up
4.1.1 Model Initialization
We defined the ecosys computational domains from the polygon
classification scheme of Wainwright et al. (2015), in which polygons of 5–20
m at BEO were resolved into different types based on surface elevations. The
low‐centered polygonal (LCP) landform was represented as a center 6 m in
width and length, surrounded by a rim 1 m in width and 0.2 m in height
above the center, which was surrounded in turn by a trough 1 m in width and
0.2 m in depth below the rim (Figure 1a in Grant et al., 2019). The trough
and the center were connected through a 1 m breach in the rim, based on
the observation of Dafflon et al. (2017) that LCP ridges are variable in height.
The flat‐centered polygonal (FCP) landform was represented by features with
the same dimensions, but the center was level with the rim (Figure 1b in
Grant et al., 2019). The landform surfaces were thus 36% centers, 28% rims,
and 36% troughs, similar to those derived from a high‐resolution digital
elevation model by Kumar et al. (2016). Other landforms such as high‐
centered polygons were not represented at this stage of model testing,
based on the findings of Wainwright et al. (2015) that 47% of the BEO
landscape is occupied by FCPs, and most of the remainder by LCPs.
Soil profiles representing the key properties of the centers, rims, and troughs
used in ecosys are given in Table 2 of Grant, Mekonnen, Riley, Wainwright, et
al., 2017. Measurements of these properties indicated greater variation
within than among features with no consistent topographic effects on soil
horizonation (Kumar et al., 2016). Therefore, soil properties in each feature
were assumed to be the same at any depth relative to its surface so that
differences in modeled hydrological and thermal conditions among features
could be attributed solely to microtopographic effects.
4.1.2 Model Boundary Conditions
Surface boundary conditions were set to allow overland flow of excess
surface water from troughs at the northern and southern boundaries of the
modeled polygons. Snow movement across external surface boundaries was
not modeled. Overland movement of water and snow among features within
each landform was modeled from higher to lower topographic positions.
Subsurface boundary conditions were set to allow lateral discharge and
recharge of water driven by elevation differences between water tables in
the boundary troughs and an external water table set to a depth of 0.025 m

below and a distance of 2.5 m from the trough surfaces at the northern and
southern boundaries of the modeled polygons [D10] (Figure 1 in Grant et al.,
2019). This placement of the external water table near the troughs was
suggested by observations that troughs often serve as pathways for water
movement through polygonal landscapes (Liljedahl et al., 2012; Woo & Guan,
2006). The WTD in each grid cell was that at which the difference between
precipitation and ET from the surface energy balance within the grid cell
equilibrated with the difference between discharge to and recharge from
adjacent grid cells [D7] for internal grid cells and with the difference between
discharge to and recharge from the external water table for boundary grid
cells. An upward geothermal flux of 57 mW/m2 was maintained across the
lower boundary of the soil profile from a source assumed to be 10 m below
the soil surface (Sclater et al., 1980).
Each grid cell in the LCP and FCP was initialized with the same populations of
sedge (200 m−2) and moss (104 m−2) in the model year 1980. Both model
polygons were run from 1980 to 2015 using gap‐filled ½ hourly
meteorological data (shortwave and longwave radiation, air temperature,
relative humidity, windspeed, and precipitation) from 1 January 1981 to 15
June 2013 derived by Xu and Yuan (2016) from the Barrow, AK station of
NOAA/Earth System Laboratory, Global Monitoring Division
(http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/obop/brw/), and NOAA's National Climate
Data Center, and then using 1 hourly meteorological data recorded from 16
June 2013 to 31 December 2015 at BEO by Hinzman et al. (2016).
Atmospheric NH3 concentration driving dry N deposition [D15] was set to 0.5
nmol/mol (Wentworth et al., 2016) and precipitation NH4+ and NO3−
concentrations driving wet deposition were both set to 0.1 g N m−3 based on
N deposition maps from the National Atmospheric Deposition Program.
Results from these runs were presented in Grant, Mekonnen, Riley,
Wainwright, et al., 2017 and Grant, Mekonnen, Riley, Arora, & Torn, 2017.
4.2 Model Runs
The model spin‐up described in section 4.1 was extended through two
additional 35 year cycles from model dates 1 January 2016 to 31 December
2085. These extended runs were conducted under the following
meteorological boundary conditions to attribute climate change effects on
ALD to increases in Ta, Ca, P, and drainage in polygonal tundra:
1. Baseline. Meteorological data in both cycles remained unchanged from
those recorded from 1981 to 2015 (section 4.1), and atmospheric CO2
concentration (Ca) was maintained at its 2015 value to ascertain that
model results remained stable for the 70‐year duration of the run.
Stability would be achieved if results during the second 35‐year cycle
remained the same as those during the first.
2. +Ta. Values of Ta in (1) were incremented hourly by the increases in
maximum and minimum Ta derived under RCP 8.5 emission scenario
downscaled and averaged across 15 CMIP5 models for the grid cell in

which BEO is located (Table 2 in Grant et al., 2019). Relative humidity
(RH) in (1) was assumed to remain constant, so that atmospheric vapor
pressures (ea) rose with Ta.
3. +Ta + Ca. Meteorological data in (2) were used with Ca incremented
hourly by the increases expected under RCP 8.5 emission scenario
(Table 2 in Grant et al., 2019).
4. +Ta + Ca + P (full climate change). Meteorological data and Ca in (3)
were incremented hourly by the increases in P derived under RCP 8.5
emission scenario (Table 2 in Grant et al., 2019).
5. +Ta + Ca + P + 1. (4) was rerun with the depth of the external water
table (section 4.1.2) lowered by 1 cm after every 10 years. Lowering
the external water table increased discharge from, and reduced
recharge to, boundary grid cells and thereby gradually increased WTD
throughout the modeled landform during the run. This increase was
modeled to project climate change effects on soil water content and
thereby on ALD under gradual increases in drainage of polygonal
tundra
6. +Ta ± Ca ± P ± 2. (4) was rerun with the depth of the external water
table (section 4.1.2) lowered by 2 cm after every 10 years to project
climate change effects on soil wetting and ALD under more rapid
increases in drainage of polygonal tundra.
In all runs with +Ta, acclimation was modeled by gradually shifting the
Arrhenius functions used to simulate the temperature sensitivities of all
biological processes contributing to GPP [C10a‐e], Ra [C22a,b], and Rh [A6,
A19] to the right by 0.3 °C for each 1 °C of warming as described in an
earlier modeling study (Figure 1 in Grant, 2015).
4.3 Model Tests
4.3.1 Artificial Soil Heating Experiment
The sensitivity of modeled CO2 fluxes to soil warming was investigated by
simulating an artificial soil heating experiment conducted at BEO in which a
1.4 amp heating rod was installed vertically to a depth of 50 cm within a 30
cm diameter polyvinyl chloride (PVC) collar installed to a depth of 35 cm in a
center of a high‐centered polygon. Power through the heating rod was
adjusted to maintain Ts averaged from 10 to 35 cm depth at 4 °C above
those in a control plot from June to October in 2015. This experiment was
simulated by running ecosys during 2015 of the FCP spin‐up run with energy
added each hour to all soil layers in the upper 50 cm of a center grid cell to
maintain a 4 °C increase in Ts from 1 June to 31 October relative to those of
the same grid cell in a control run (Figure 2b in Grant et al., 2019). Lateral
movements of heat and water between the heated and adjacent grid cells
were disabled to the depth of the PVC collars (35 cm).
4.3.2 Next Generation Ecosystem Experiment‐Arctic

Results from the baseline run for CO2 and CH4 fluxes modeled during model
years 2084 and 2085 under weather years 2014 and 2015 of the second
weather cycle were tested with eddy covariance (EC) measurements of CO2
fluxes by Dengel et al. (2017) in 2015 and CH4 fluxes by Zona et al. (2015) in
2014 at BEO. For comparison with EC fluxes, model results were aggregated
for all features in both the LCP and FCP (section 4.1.1) which formed the
majority of the landscape within the EC fetch at BEO. Testing was conducted
by evaluating intercepts (a), slopes (b), correlations (R2), and root‐mean‐
square for differences (RMSD) from regressions of measured on modeled
fluxes, representing variation in measured values not explained by the
model. A successful test was indicated by values of a near zero, b near one
(1.1 > b > 0.9), R2 greater than that at p = 0.001, and RMSD similar to root‐
mean‐square for error representing uncertainty in measured values,
indicating limited opportunity for improving agreement between modeled
and measured values.
5 Results
5.1 Effects of Artificial Soil Heating on Soil CO2 Fluxes
Artificial soil heating raised Ts modeled and measured through the upper 50
cm of the soil profile by 4 °C (Figure 2b in Grant et al., 2019), driving more
rapid evaporation (Figure 3a in Grant et al., 2019) and so reducing θ relative
to that of unheated control (Figure 2c in Grant et al., 2019). In the model,
higher Ts raised below‐ground Ra more than GPP, reducing NPP (Table 1).
Higher Ts also raised Rh, causing the modeled FCP center to change from a C
sink to a C source, with a loss in soil litter of 66 g C m−2 only partially offset
by a gain in soil humus C of 5 g C m−2. Higher Ts did not raise modeled CH4
emissions in spite of greater Rh because lower θ allowed greater increases in
O2 influxes than in CO2 effluxes (increased respiratory quotient in Table 1)
[D16,D17] that increased methanotropy [G18] relative to methanogenesis
[G7, G12].

Increases in Rh and below‐ground Ra drove increases in CO2 effluxes modeled
with 4 °C heating that were similar to those measured, except during August
when sharp declines in effluxes measured from the unheated soil were not
modeled (Figure 1a). These modeled increases were greatest during the first
month of heating and then declined with depletion of the most labile litter
products until the unheated soil started to freeze in September (Figure 2b in
Grant et al., 2019), after which greater CO2 effluxes persisted in the heated
soil. During the warming period (June–October), 4 °C warming raised total
CO2 effluxes in the model by 36%, corresponding to a Q10 of 2.2. However,
warming had little effect on modeled or measured CH4 effluxes which
remained small during the measurement period (Figure 1b) as θ in the
heated FCP centers remained well below saturated values (Figure 2c in Grant
et al., 2019). However, heating caused larger CH4 effluxes to be modeled
during earlier spring thaw before measurements began.

5.2 Model Results From Baseline Run
5.2.1 CO2 and CH4 Fluxes
Seasonal variation of modeled CO2 exchange was tested against EC
measurements during periods with similar Ta in late June and early
September 2015 (Figure 2a). Modeled and measured CO2 influxes were
greater, and CO2 effluxes smaller, with longer days and shallower ALD in June
(Figure 5 in Grant et al., 2019) than with shorter days and deeper ALD in
September (Figure 2b), indicating substantial reductions in NEP during the
later growing season. Regressions of CO2 fluxes measured during 2014 and
2015 on those modeled during 2084 and 2085 with 2014 and 2015 weather
in the baseline run indicated similar biases toward larger modeled values (b
< 1; Table 2) with lower R2 (0.4–0.5) than those from earlier model tests in
nonpolygonal Arctic wetlands (e.g., 0.7–0.8 in Grant et al., 2015). However,
RMSD representing variation in measured fluxes not explained by the model
was comparable to root‐mean‐square for error of the measured fluxes
(Billesbach, 2011), indicating limited opportunity to improve agreement
between modeled and measured fluxes.

Effluxes of CH4 measured at BEO during 2014 by Zona et al. (2015) and
modeled during 2084 with 2014 weather in the baseline run (Figure 3a)
remained small during winter but rose sharply with early summer warming
(DOY 170–190; Figure 3b). Effluxes declined gradually with autumn cooling
(after DOY 260), sustained by shrinking active layers that persisted until the
end of the year (Figure 5a in Grant et al., 2019). Large spatial variation in
CH4 effluxes modeled among landscape features was partially apparent in
differences between effluxes aggregated from LCP and FCP, with respectively
larger and smaller proportions of lower features. Regressions of CH4 fluxes
measured during 2014 on those modeled during 2084 in the baseline run
indicated biases toward larger modeled values (b < 1; Table 2) most
apparent during winter (Figure 3b).

5.2.2 Annual NPP, Rh, and CH4
The baseline run from 2016 to 2085 included two repeating 35‐year weather
sequences (Figures 4a, 5a, and 6a; section 4.2). Annual NPP (Figures 4b and
4c), Rh (Figures 5b and 5c), and CH4 emissions (Figures 6b and 6c) modeled
during the second sequence closely followed those during the first for all
features of the LCP and FCP (b = 0.97–1.00 and R2 = 0.98–0.99), indicating
that C cycling in the model remained in equilibrium with surface boundary

conditions for the 70‐year duration of the run. During both cycles, NPP and Rh
of lower features remained stable, but those of higher features declined
sharply during drier years and rose sharply during or following wetter years,
as described in an earlier modeling study at BEO (Grant, Mekonnen, Riley,
Arora, & Torn, 2017). During both cycles, CH4 emissions from lower features
rose during or following wetter years while those from higher features
remained small, as described in Grant, Mekonnen, Riley, Arora, and Torn
(2017).

5.3 Effects of Climate Change on Ecosystem Productivity
5.3.1 CO2 and CH4 Fluxes
The seasonal effects of +Ta + Ca + P on ecosystem CO2 and CH4 fluxes were
examined by comparing fluxes modeled during periods with similar Ta in late
June and early September 2015 (Figure 7a) with those during the same
periods after 70 years of +Ta + Ca + P (Table 2 in Grant et al., 2019). CO2
influxes increased more, and CO2 effluxes increased less, with increased Ta in
June when days were longer and ALD was shallower than in September when
days were shorter and ALD was deeper (Figure 7b). These contrasting
responses of CO2 exchange to warming indicated that early season gains in
NEP with climate change would be offset by late season losses. This offset
was apparent in gains of daily aggregated CO2 uptake modeled with +Ta + Ca
+ P during spring and early summer 2085 versus losses modeled during
autumn 2085 (Figure 8b). Increases in CH4 emissions were modeled

throughout the year but were particularly large during late summer and
autumn (Figures 7c and 8c).

Changes in CO2 exchange modeled after 70 years of +Ta + Ca + P drove
increases in annual NPP that were greater in higher versus lower features
and in sedge versus moss (Table 3b vs. Table 3a). These increases were
sustained by increases in net N mineralization [A26] and in symbiotic [F12]
and nonsymbiotic [A27] N2 fixation, driven by greater microbial growth in
warmer soils with greater litterfall C inputs. Increases in sedge and moss NPP
drove increases in sedge and moss LAI that altered ecosystem energy
exchange, slowing rises in Ts and ET, and thereby increasing θ with +Ta + Ca
+ P (Grant et al., 2019).

5.3.2 Annual NPP, Rh, and CH4

Changes in CO2 and CH4 fluxes modeled after 70 years of +Ta + Ca + P
(Figures 7 and 8) drove increases in annual Rh that largely offset those in
annual NPP so that annual net CO2 exchange rose slightly in lower features
and declined slightly in higher (Table 3b vs. 3a). Increases in Rh were greater
in higher than in lower features where higher θ with +Ta + Ca + P caused
smaller increases in O2 uptake relative to those in CO2 emissions, apparent
as lower respiratory quotients (RQ in Table 3). Lower RQ indicated greater O2
limitations to aerobic Rh and, hence, greater anaerobic Rh, products from
which drove greater increases in CH4 emissions from lower features than
from higher (Table 3b vs. 3a).
Changes in ecosystem C exchange modeled with +Ta + Ca + P developed
gradually from 2016 to 2085 with increases in Ta, Ca, and P incremented over
two cycles of 1981–2015 weather (Figure 9a). Annual NPP modeled in LCP
and FCP features (Figures 9b and 9c) and Rh (Figures 10b and 10c) increased
with mean annual air temperature (MATa) and P. Increases in NPP and Rh
were greater in higher versus lower features (as shown for 2085 in Table 3)
due to greater increases in ALD of higher features (Grant et al., 2019) from
increasing P (Grant et al., 2019). Increases in NPP exceeded those in Rh
modeled in all features during most years, causing net CO2 uptake to rise as
climate change progressed (Figure 11 and Table 3). Comparisons of NPP
modeled with + Ta, + Ta + Ca and + Ta + Ca + P indicated that effects of +Ta
+ Ca + P on NPP were mostly determined by +Ta with limited further
contributions by +Ca and + P (data not shown).

However, increasing O2 limitations (lower RQ in Table 3) from increasing θ
modeled with +Ta + Ca + P (Grant et al., 2019) caused sharp rises in CH4
emissions (Figure 12 and Table 3). These rises started earlier in lower
features, particularly during years with greater P, but also became apparent
with wetting of higher features later in the run. Most of these rises were
attributed to rising Ts from rising Ta, but increasing contributions to CH4
emissions were attributed to rising Ca and P as climate change progressed
(Figure 13). These increases reduced NEP (= net CO2 + CH4 exchange)
during wetter years with +Ta + Ca + P (Table 3).

Increases in net CO2 uptake and CH4 emissions modeled with +Ta + Ca + P
depended upon assumptions about hydrological boundary conditions that
determined landscape drainage. Improving drainage by lowering the external
water table by 1 or 2 cm per decade (+Ta + Ca + P + 1 and + Ta + Ca + P +
2) had little effect on NPP in lower features but reduced NPP in higher
features, particularly during drier years. Improving drainage increased Rh in
lower features with rising P later in the model run but reduced Rh in higher
features, particularly during drier years. Consequently, +Ta + Ca + P + 1 and
+ Ta + Ca + P + 2 reduced net CO2 uptake during most years in lower and
higher features (Figures 14a and 14c) as climate change progressed. Model
runs with +Ta + Ca + P + 1 and + Ta + Ca + P + 2 had lower water tables
(Figure 12 in Grant et al., 2019) and thereby greatly reduced CH4 emissions
in all features (Figure 15), largely offsetting reductions in net CO2 uptake.

5.3.3 Peat C and N Accumulation
During the baseline run, soil C and N accumulated at rates of 7–14 g C m−2
y−1 and 0.35–0.45 g N m−2 y−1 depending on feature elevation (Table 4a),
sustained mostly by symbiotic and nonsymbiotic N2 fixation (Table 3) and
partly by wet and dry deposition (section 4.1.2). Gains in net CO2 exchange
(Figure 11) offset by losses in CH4 emissions (Figure 12) modeled during 70
years of +Ta + Ca + P raised soil C stocks from those in the baseline run by
ca. 450 and 800 g C m−2 in lower and higher features (Table 4b). These rises
were sustained by gains in soil N from increases in nonsymbiotic N2 fixation
and in wet deposition from greater P. The smaller gains in soil C stocks
modeled in lower features were attributed to greater C losses from
cumulative CH4 emissions. All soil gains were modeled in the upper 30 cm of
the soil profile, the average ALD in the baseline run (Figure 6 in Grant et al.,
2019). Very small losses of soil C were modeled below 30 cm where ALD
increased with +Ta + Ca + P (Figure 9 in Grant et al., 2019) because greater
C inputs from root senescence + exudation mostly offset greater C losses
from Rh. Additional small gains were modeled in plant C and N stocks.

6 Discussion
6.1 Climate Change Impacts on Ecosystem Productivity
6.1.1 Net Primary Productivity
Greater CO2 influxes and effluxes modeled from short‐term increases in Ta
with weather (Figure 2) and from long‐term increases in Ta with climate
(Figure 7) were largely driven by responses of GPP and Ra to increasing
canopy temperatures (Tc) [C6, C14]. Arrhenius functions used to model
temperature responses of GPP [C10] and Ra [C22] gave greater Q10 values
with lower Tc and Ts (Grant, 2015), making these processes more sensitive to
warming in colder climates as observed in meta‐analyses of ecosystem
warming experiments by Carey et al. (2016) and Lu et al. (2013).
Increases in GPP modeled with +Ta were further driven by advances in onset
of CO2 fixation in spring and delays in termination of CO2 fixation in autumn
calculated from temporally integrated Tc above or below set thresholds under
lengthening or shortening photoperiods, respectively. These advances and
delays rose to averages of 14 days and 13 days after 70 years, extending the

growing season by 27 days (e.g., Figure 8). These predicted changes of −2
and + 2 days/dec in onset and termination of CO2 fixation extend changes
attributed to recent warming of −1.61 and 0.67 day/dec in the start and
finish of photosynthetic activity from 1982 to 2014 calculated from
circumpolar NDVI by Park et al. (2016).
Long‐term increases in NPP with +Ta + Ca + P were also driven by responses
of GPP to increasing Ca [C2, C6] and in higher features to increasing P. In the
baseline run, soil water deficits greatly reduced NPP modeled in higher
features during drier years (Figures 4b and 4c) when low θ reduced ψs and
increased hydraulic resistance [B9] that forced lower ψc [B14] and, hence,
higher rc and rs [B2b], particularly in moss which dominated higher features
(Grant, Mekonnen, Riley, Wainwright, et al., 2017). As the climate change
run with +Ta + Ca + P progressed, water deficit effects on NPP gradually
declined (Figures 9b and 9c) with soil wetting from rises in P that exceeded
those in ET. The alleviation of water deficits contributed to the greater rises
in NPP modeled in higher versus lower features with +Ta + Ca + P (Figures 9b
and 9c).
These rises in modeled NPP were sustained from more rapid soil N
mineralization [A26], and hence root N uptake [C23], driven by more rapid Rh
with higher Ts (Table 3 and Figures 10b and 10c). Soil Rh and N mineralization
were further hastened during climate change by increases in NPP and,
hence, litterfall of sedge relative to moss (Table 3), because sedge litter had
greater N content and was less recalcitrant to decomposition (Grant,
Mekonnen, Riley, Arora, & Torn, 2017). The increases of net N mineralization
to soil warming with +Ta + Ca + P in ecosys (Table 3) were less than an
increase of 44% in net N mineralization measured by Schaeffer et al. (2013)
with summer warming of a tundra soil in Greenland by 2.4 °C, indicating that
modeled increases were unlikely to have been overestimated. Rises in NPP
were also sustained from more rapid N2 fixation by microbial symbionts in
moss driven by increasing moss GPP [F21–F26] (Grant et al., 2015) and by
nonsymbiotic heterotrophic diazotrophs in soil [F12], driven by increasing
litterfall (Table 3). The increases in symbiotic and nonsymbiotic N2 fixation
modeled under climate warming were consistent with the prediction that
warmer temperatures will increase Arctic N2 fixation rates by a factor of 1.5–
2 (Chapin & Bledsoe, 1992).
Spatially averaged annual NPP modeled in the baseline run (Figures 4b and
4c) was similar to NPP from 89 to 132 g C m−2 y−1 estimated by Miller et al.
(1980) from repeated biomass harvests in different wet sedge tundras at
Barrow. Gains in ecosystem NPP of 50% in lower features and 70% in higher
features modeled with seasonally averaged warming of 6.2 °C after 70 years
of +Ta + Ca + P (Figures 9b and 9c) were expected to be larger than ones of
30–40% in vascular canopy heights from a meta‐analysis by Elmendorf et al.
(2012) of Arctic warming experiments in which mean summer Ta was raised
by an average of 1.5 °C over an average of 10 years. Gains in modeled NPP
were comparable to a gain of 50% in aboveground biomass measured by

Sistla et al. (2013) after 14 years of summer warming with greenhouses in a
tussock tundra. The concurrence of these modeled and measured gains
indicated a strong likelihood of substantial increases in NPP of diverse Arctic
ecosystems during the next century that will increase vegetative cover and
thereby slow soil warming and permafrost thawing.
CO2 uptake modeled with +Ta + Ca + P (Figure 7) at BEO may be compared
with that currently measured at wetland sites with warmer climates. For
example, spatially aggregated GPP modeled at BEO during July 2078 rose
from 82 g C m−2 in the baseline run with 2008 weather (MATa = −10.3 °C) to
138 g C m−2 with Ta and P incremented from 2008 weather (MATa = −4.7 °C).
These modeled GPP were comparable with values derived from EC
measurements during 2008 by Lafleur et al. (2012) of 93 ± 6 g C m−2 over a
wet sedge tundra at Daring Lake, NWT, (MATa = −10.2 °C) and of 132 ± 7 g
C m−2 over a wet sedge tundra at Churchill, MN, (MATa = −4.9 °C). However,
Elmendorf et al. (2015) noted that inferring impacts of climate change based
on spatial relationships established over much longer time scales fails to
account for temporal lags in biotic responses, including migration, soil
organic matter development, and other covarying biophysical limitations.
6.1.2 Heterotrophic Respiration
In the model, Rh was driven by oxidation of decomposition products mostly
from aboveground and belowground litterfall but also from humus [A1]
according to an Arrhenius function of Ts [A6] with the same parameters as
that for Ra described above. Consequently, increases in Rh and belowground
Ra modeled with artificial soil heating (Table 1) drove large increases in
annual soil CO2 effluxes (Figure 1b) that were similar to ones of 34–37%
measured by Hicks Pries et al. (2017) in a similar artificial soil heating
experiment in a temperate coniferous forest. The consequent loss of soil
litter was consistent with observations from a meta‐analysis of soil heating
experiments by Lu et al. (2013).
In the model, increases in Rh with Ts hastened N2 fixation and N and P
mineralization [A26] that drove more rapid root N and P uptake [C23] that
increased GPP [C6, C8] and, hence, NPP and litterfall. Increases in NPP were
not modeled during the brief soil heating experiment (Table 1) but drove
long‐term increases in Rh over the time scales at which the different
components of litterfall decomposed and mineralized (Figure 10).
Consequently, increases in Rh modeled after 70 years of +Ta + Ca + P were
greater than those modeled in the artificial soil heating experiment, even
though increases in Ts were similar (Grant et al., 2019).
Changes in Rh modeled with +Ta + Ca + P differed with changes in hydrology
among landscape features. Long‐term climate change caused soil wetting
with increased θ and reduced WTD (Figure 11 in Grant et al., 2019). In lower
features with higher θ, soil wetting slowed increases in O2 supply by gaseous
convection–dispersion [D16] with smaller air‐filled porosity [D17] relative to
increases in O2 demand with rising Ts [A6]. Increases in O2 supply with soil

warming were further slowed in all features by reduced gaseous solubility
that forced lower aqueous O2 concentrations ([O2s]) relative to gaseous O2
concentrations during gaseous‐aqueous dissolution at air‐water interfaces
[D14] and by increased path lengths with higher θ that slowed aqueous O2
diffusion from air‐water interfaces to aerobic microbial surfaces [A17b].
Consequent reductions in [O2s] at microbial surfaces slowed rises in O2
uptake by aerobic heterotrophs [A17a] relative to rises in O2 demand [A16]
with rising Ts [A6] and increased substrate from litterfall [A1]. Slower rises in
O2 uptake slowed rises in aerobic Rh [A14] and hence in DOC uptake [A21b]
relative to DOC production from decomposition [A1]. Consequent increases
in DOC concentrations drove more rapid anaerobic (fermenter) Rh [G1].
However, energy yield from anaerobic Rh [G4] was smaller than that from
aerobic Rh [A21a], driving slower anaerobic versus aerobic microbial growth
[G6] versus [A25] that reduced rises in total Rh with soil warming in lower
features as O2 became more limiting (Table 3).
In higher features with lower θ where O2 supply was less limiting, soil wetting
increased habitat volume for microbial heterotrophs, improving access to
substrate [A4] and thereby increasing Rh relative to that in lower features
with higher θ. Consequently, increases in Rh modeled with soil wetting from
+Ta + Ca + P were greater in higher features than in lower (Figure 10).
6.1.3 Net CO2 Exchange
The increase in Rh modeled with artificial soil heating exceeded that in GPP,
causing the FCP center to change from a sink to a source of C (Table 1). This
response of net CO2 exchange modeled with rapid soil heating differed from
that modeled with gradual soil warming from +Ta + Ca + P in which net CO2
uptake increased, although with large spatial and interannual variability
(Table 3 and Figure 11). The contrasting responses of net CO2 exchange to
warming were attributed in the model to the limited effect on NPP from
short‐term (June–October) soil heating with no increase in Ta (Table 1) versus
a strong increase in NPP from gradual soil warming during 70 years of +Ta +
Ca + P (Figure 9). These contrasting responses indicate that impacts on net
CO2 exchange of long‐term climate change will likely differ from those of
short‐term soil heating experiments.
Modeled gains in net CO2 uptake with +Ta + Ca + P were greater in spring
and early summer than in late summer (Figure 7), consistent with
experimental observations by Hobbie and Chapin (1998) that warming
stimulated tundra GPP during the early growing season but stimulated
tundra Re throughout the growing season. Greater net CO2 emissions
modeled with +Ta + Ca + P in autumn (Figure 8) were consistent with
findings from a combination of inversion modeling and a meta‐analysis of EC
fluxes in which losses from net CO2 emissions in autumn offset 90% of gains
from net CO2 uptake in spring with recent warming in northern ecosystems
(Piao et al., 2008). The seasonality of changes in net CO2 exchange was also
modeled by Mekonnen et al. (2018) with warming from 1980 to 2010 across

the North American Arctic using ecosys with the North American Regional
Reanalysis meteorological data set.
Peat C and N accumulation rates driven by net CO2 and CH4 exchange
modeled during the baseline run at BEO (Table 4a) were expected to be
lower than mean rates of 23 ± 2 and 0.5 ± 0.4 g C m−2 y−1 estimated by
Loisel et al. (2014) in a meta‐analysis of Holocene C accumulation at sites in
northern peatlands that were mostly warmer than Barrow. The gains in net
CO2 uptake modeled under +Ta + Ca + P versus baseline runs (Figure 11)
were consistent with findings from meta‐analyses of Arctic warming
experiments by Oberbauer et al. (2007) that warming of wet sedge tundra
caused greater increases in GPP than in Re which was constrained by high θ
and shallow WTD. The smaller gains and greater losses in net CO2 uptake
modeled with improved drainage from +Ta + Ca + P + 1 and + Ta + Ca + P +
2 versus +Ta + Ca + P (Figure 14) were also consistent with findings by
Oberbauer et al. (2007) that warming of dry tundra sites raised Re relative to
GPP, particularly when GPP was reduced at higher Ta. The consequent
increases in peat C accumulation modeled with +Ta + Ca + P (Table 4b) are
consistent with inferences drawn from the meta‐analysis of Loiset et al.
(2014) that warm summers promote C sequestration based on increased
accumulation rates measured during the Holocene Thermal Maximum.
However, the gains in net CO2 uptake modeled under +Ta + Ca + P in this
study (Figure 11) contrasted with observations from some other studies in
the Arctic that indicate a trend toward net C loss from artificial and natural
warming. Mauritz et al. (2017) found that artificial soil warming increased net
CO2 emissions outside the growing season more than net CO2 uptake during
the growing season, as was modeled with artificial soil heating in this study
(Table 1). Belshe et al. (2013) inferred from a meta‐analysis of CO2 flux
measurements that net CO2 emissions increased similarly to, but remained
larger than, net CO2 uptake with recent air warming in Arctic landscapes. The
gains in net CO2 uptake modeled under +Ta + Ca + P in this study also
contrasted with increases in net CO2 emissions from thawing permafrost
modeled with climate change in some earlier modeling studies summarized
in Schaefer et al. (2014). These increases in net CO2 emissions were not
modeled in this study at BEO (Table 4) because Rh in thawing permafrost was
limited by low [O2s] below water tables maintained above the permafrost
table (Figure 11 in Grant et al., 2019).
6.2 Climate Change Impacts on CH4 Fluxes
More rapid fermenter Rh modeled with soil warming and wetting under +Ta +
Ca + P (section 6.1.2) drove more rapid fermentation [G1], products of which
drove more rapid acetotrophic and hydrogenotrophic methanogenesis [G7,
G12]. Emissions of CH4 from methanogenesis were further hastened by
slower methanotrophy from reduced [O2s] [G21] and by more rapid transfer
of CH4 through a denser network of porous sedge roots [D16d] maintained by
increased sedge NPP (Table 3). The combined physical and biological effects

of θ and Ts on [O2s] and thereby on fermentation and methanogenesis
enabled the large apparent temperature sensitivity of CH4 emissions to be
modeled with activation energies commonly used in Arrhenius functions for
biological activity [A6, G1, G7, G12] (Grant, 2015). This modeled sensitivity
accounts for the large apparent Q10 values for CH4 emissions frequently
derived from experimental studies in wetlands (e.g., Walter and Heimann
(2000) and Whiting and Chanton (1993)).
The sensitivity of fermentation and methanogenesis to Ts and θ also enabled
the model to simulate the large seasonal variation in CH4 emissions
measured at BEO, including nongrowing season emissions (Figure 3)
sustained by ice‐free zones modeled during autumn and early winter (Figure
5 in Grant et al., 2019). Annual CH4 emissions modeled in lower features
during the baseline run (Figure 6) were similar to ones from 2.7 to 6.2 g C
m−2 y−1 estimated from 1999 to 2003 at Barrow from measurements by
Harazono et al. (2006).
The combined physical and biological effects of θ and Ts on fermentation and
methanogenesis caused the sharp rises in annual CH4 emissions modeled in
lower features with +Ta + Ca + P (Figure 12), much of which was attributed
to rises in Ts with +Ta (Figure 13). These rises caused spatially averaged
emissions to approach 150 mg C m−2 d−1 during summers (Figure 8), within
the upper range of fluxes currently measured across a wide range of Arctic
sites in a meta‐analysis by Olefeldt et al. (2013). These large increases in
CH4 emissions are consistent with a general expectation that soil warming
with associated changes in soil hydrology and increased sedge dominance
will cause substantial increases in CH4 emissions. Turetsky et al. (2008)
found a strong interaction between soil warming and WTD that raised
seasonal CH4 emissions measured in an Alaskan peatland by 80–300% in
response to near‐surface (2 cm) warming of 0.6 °C and a reduction in WTD of
10 cm. Consequently, they projected that CH4 emissions under climate
change would be further raised by higher water tables from increases in
precipitation or permafrost thaw. Comparable increases in annual CH4
emissions modeled here during 70 years with +Ta + Ca + P were driven by
larger increases in near‐surface Ts (2.4–3.2 °C in lower features and 2.9–4.7
°C in higher features) and a similar reduction of ca. 10 cm in WTD (Figure 12
in Grant et al., 2019) to those in Turetsky et al. (2008).
Increases in annual CH4 emissions modeled with +Ta + Ca + P were further
driven by large increases in Rh (Figure 10) caused by increases in NPP and,
hence, litterfall (Figure 9) because increases in aerobic Rh lowered [O2s] and
consequent increases in anaerobic Rh by fermenters generated more
substrates for methanogenesis. Increases in annual CH4 emissions modeled
with +Ta + Ca + P were also driven by increased CH4 transport through root
aerenchyma from increased sedge cover (Table 3; Table 5 in Grant et al.,
2019) which by itself may more than double CH4 emissions (Olefeldt et al.,
2013). These increases were modeled without surface subsidence caused by
warming, which is not yet simulated in ecosys. Annual CH4 emissions

modeled in lower features after 70 years with +Ta + Ca + P (Figure 12) (MATa
= −4 °C) were similar to ones of 18–22 g C m−2 y−1 calculated from gap‐filled
eddy covariance measurements by Jackowicz‐Korczyński et al. (2010) in a
palsa mire peatland underlain by discontinuous permafrost in northern
Sweden (MATa = −1 °C). Given the limited increases in net CO2 uptake
modeled with +Ta + Ca + P, increases in CH4 emissions became the dominant
feedback of climate change on atmospheric radiative forcing from
permafrost thawing in this study.
However, increases in modeled CH4 emissions were sensitive to assumptions
about subsurface hydrology and so declined sharply with greater topographic
elevation and subsurface drainage (Figure 15). Similarly, Lawrence et al.
(2015 ) modeled large increases in CH4 emissions with RCP 8.5 climate
warming when drainage from thawed permafrost was prevented but much
smaller increases when drainage was enabled. Better understanding and
accurate modeling of long‐term changes in landscape hydrology is therefore
vital to improving confidence in projections of long‐term changes in net GHG
exchange.
7 Summary
1. RCP 8.5 climate change from 2015 to 2085 increased NPP from 50–150
g C m−2 y−1 under current climate, consistent with current biometric
estimates, to 200–250 g C m−2 y−1 after 70 years of climate change.
2. Concurrent increases in heterotrophic respiration (Rh) were slightly
smaller, so that net CO2 exchange rose from values of −25 (net
emission) to +50 (net uptake) g C m−2 y−1 under current climate to
ones of −10 to +65 g C m−2 y−1 after 70 years of climate change.
3. Increases in net CO2 uptake were largely offset by increases in CH4
emissions from 0–6 g C m−2 y−1 under current climate to 1–20 g C m−2
y−1 after 70 years of climate change, reducing gains in NEP.
4. These increases in net CO2 uptake and CH4 emissions were modeled
with an external WTD that was assumed not to change with climate.
Both these increases were smaller if boundary conditions were
gradually altered to increase landscape drainage and thereby increase
WTD during model runs with climate change.
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